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Easily create search engine optimized and cloaked affiliate redirect links in minutes! Earn MORE CASH

from your affiliate programmes with this amazing piece of software! This simple piece of software instantly

disguises and cloaks your affiliate links and creates new HTML web pages for you to upload to your web

server that redirect your website visitors instantly to the real websites of the affiliate products that you are

promoting. Your current affiliate URLs look ugly and are hard to remember. e.g.

youraffiliatelink.com/affiliateproduct.php?affID=2345&ref=6789 This software creates easy to remember

alternative links that contain your website url. e.g. yourwebsite.com/affiliateproduct.html OK, so there are

lots of similar products like this on the web, but this is the ONLY affiliate link cloaking software that ALSO

enables you to enter search engine meta tags and keywords into your redirect web pages, so that all your

affiliate links can be indexed and ranked by the search engines. This cool feature is a superb bonus,

especially if there are a lot of people promoting the same product as, in theory, these meta tags will get

you higher search engine results in the search engines than your competitors. This software is simple to

use and lets you create an unlimited number of affiliate redirect pages. Each affiliate redirect page can be

created in minutes! All you do is enter into the software the product name, the product decription, some

keywords relevant to he product and finally, the affiliate url. And that's it! With a click of a mouse, the

software instantly generates your search engine optimized affiliate HTML page for you, ready for you to

upload to your web server! What could possibly be more simple? FREE MASTER RESELL RIGHTS! This

product comes with FREE MASTER RESELL RIGHTS! You are allowed to sell copies of this product to

your customers and keep ALL the money you make from it! You will also receive a readymade HTML

sales page to use on your own website or on eBay to resell this product! With Master Resell Rights, you

can ALSO give resell rights to your buyers!
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